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Postmortem validation of breast density using dual-energy mammography

Sabee Molloi,a) Justin L. Ducote, Huanjun Ding, and Stephen A. Feig
Department of Radiological Sciences, University of California, Irvine, California 92697

(Received 13 February 2014; revised 19 June 2014; accepted for publication 2 July 2014;

published 1 August 2014)

Purpose: Mammographic density has been shown to be an indicator of breast cancer risk and also

reduces the sensitivity of screening mammography. Currently, there is no accepted standard for mea-

suring breast density. Dual energy mammography has been proposed as a technique for accurate

measurement of breast density. The purpose of this study is to validate its accuracy in postmortem

breasts and compare it with other existing techniques.

Methods: Forty postmortem breasts were imaged using a dual energy mammography system. Glan-

dular and adipose equivalent phantoms of uniform thickness were used to calibrate a dual energy basis

decomposition algorithm. Dual energy decomposition was applied after scatter correction to calcu-

late breast density. Breast density was also estimated using radiologist reader assessment, standard

histogram thresholding and a fuzzy C-mean algorithm. Chemical analysis was used as the reference

standard to assess the accuracy of different techniques to measure breast composition.

Results: Breast density measurements using radiologist reader assessment, standard histogram

thresholding, fuzzy C-mean algorithm, and dual energy were in good agreement with the measured

fibroglandular volume fraction using chemical analysis. The standard error estimates using radiolo-

gist reader assessment, standard histogram thresholding, fuzzy C-mean, and dual energy were 9.9%,

8.6%, 7.2%, and 4.7%, respectively.

Conclusions: The results indicate that dual energy mammography can be used to accurately

measure breast density. The variability in breast density estimation using dual energy mammog-

raphy was lower than reader assessment rankings, standard histogram thresholding, and fuzzy

C-mean algorithm. Improved quantification of breast density is expected to further enhance its

utility as a risk factor for breast cancer. © 2014 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1118/1.4890295]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Among American women breast cancer is the most common

cancer and the second leading cause of death from cancer.1

Mammographic density, which is defined as the ratio of fi-

broglandular tissue to the total fibroglandular and adipose tis-

sue, is an important risk factor in the development of breast

cancer.2–8 Additionally, it has been shown that the sensitiv-

ity of screening mammography is lower among women with

dense breasts.9–17 Previous reports have shown that women

with the highest mammographic density (75%–100% fibrog-

landular volume) have four- to fivefold increased risk of

developing breast cancer compared with the lowest density

(0%–25% fibroglandular volume).9, 18, 19 The current standard

of care for breast density (BD) evaluation involves visual as-

sessment of mammograms.13 This subjective classification

scheme is limited by its considerable intra- and interreader

variability.20–22 Several groups have reported more quanti-

tative approaches23–25 for measuring breast density. Area-

based techniques have included qualitative and semiquanti-

tative classification schemes,18, 25 and also quantitative es-

timations from manual or semimanual segmentation of a

digital image histogram.24, 26 Although these segmentation

techniques provide a more quantitative measure of breast den-

sity, one of the limitations is the binary classification of a pixel

into either 100% fibroglandular or 100% adipose tissue. Ad-

ditionally, an important limitation is that an area measurement

ignores the physical 3D character of a real breast. Breasts of

different thicknesses can potentially all yield the same mea-

surement of area breast density yet correspond to widely vary-

ing volumetric breast density values.6, 27

Volume-based techniques, which overcome some of the

limitations of area-based techniques, have included efforts to

standardize28, 29 and calibrate30, 31 mammographic image data.

However, these techniques require assumptions related to a

breast shape model in order to measure breast density and

thickness from a single image. The assumptions required in

the breast shape model and the errors associated with the pad-

dle thickness measurement are the fundamental limitations of

these techniques.

There have also been previous reports using digital breast

tomosynthesis,32 cone-beam CT,33 dual energy cone-beam

CT,34 and MRI (Ref. 33) for breast density measurement.

However, these modalities are not currently available for

breast screening.

Dual energy mammography can exploit differences be-

tween the effective atomic numbers (Z) of fibroglandular

and adipose tissues to provide separate quantitative thickness

measurements for each tissue. It does not require any assump-

tion for breast density measurement since glandular and adi-

pose thickness measurements are based on two separate phys-

ical measurements using low and high energy images. There
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have been previous studies using dual energy x-ray absorp-

tiometry (DXA) for the measurement of breast density.35–39

The energies of DXA were primarily designed for whole body

bone mineral measurement, which might be suboptimal for

breast density measurement. A dual energy mammography

technique for breast density measurement has previously been

validated in phantoms.40, 41

The purpose of the current study was to validate the dual

energy breast density technique using chemical analysis as

the reference gold standard. A comparison was also made

between breast density estimation using radiologist reader

assessment, histogram threshold segmentation, and fuzzy

C-mean segmentation.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Image acquisition

Twenty pairs (left and right) of postmortem breasts (N =

40, 136–2330 g) were acquired from the Willed Body Pro-

gram in our School of Medicine. The postmortem breasts

were surgically removed to the pectoralis major muscle and

placed in plastic bags. The postmortem breasts were kept in

the sealed plastic bags during the entire imaging process.33

Dual energy images were acquired using a full field digital

mammography system (Selenia, Hologic Inc., Bedford, MA).

This system uses an amorphous selenium direct conversion

detector with a pixel pitch of 70 µm. The raw images were

binned by a factor of 4 in each dimension and an image pixel

size of 280 × 280 µm2 was used for breast density analysis.

The system uses a Tungsten (W) anode x-ray tube with a max-

imum beam energy of 49 kVp. Low energy images were ac-

quired at 28 kVp with a 50 µm rhodium filter at 60 mAs. High

energy images were acquired at 49 kVp with a 300 µm copper

filter at 30 mAs. The mean energies of the low and high en-

ergy beams were calculated to be 18.8 and 38.0 keV, respec-

tively. The radiation dose was estimated to be 0.85 mGy.40

Each breast was imaged at two different projections. Half of

the breasts were rotated about their horizontal axis and the rest

of the breast samples were manually reconfigured to simulate

cranial caudal (CC) and mediolateral-oblique (MLO) views.

Imaging at these different orientations provided both a mea-

sure of technique repeatability and the ability to test the sen-

sitivity of the technique to changes in spatial configuration.

All images were acquired with the use of a grid

[cellular(cross-hatch) 4:1 grid ratio, 15 lines/cm], and then

further corrected for x-ray scatter using a convolution-based

technique modified for dual energy imaging.40 The time be-

tween each exposure was set to 4 min to minimize the effect

of detector ghosting.42 All image processing was performed

using ImageJ.43

2.B. Breast density measurement

2.B.1. Radiologist reader assessment

All the low energy images of the postmortem breasts were

read by three board certified radiologists dedicated to breast

imaging. They were asked to rank the breasts into four density

categories of fatty (1), scattered densities (2), heterogeneously

dense (3), and extremely dense (4). The averaged categori-

cal ranking for the three readers was also converted into per-

centage values by using linear interpolations, which assumed

ranking 1 and 4 as 12% and 87%, respectively. The appear-

ance of the postmortem breast images is different from the

standard mammograms. Therefore, five postmortem mammo-

grams and their known ranking assignments from chemical

analysis results were used for a training session. The entire

40 images were then read in a random order blinded from the

chemical analysis results.

2.B.2. Histogram thresholding method

In this method, a visual inspection of the image and the

corresponding histogram is used to choose a single threshold

to segment glandular and adipose tissues in the low energy

images. Two medical physicists performed this measurement

independently after a training session which included five

pairs of images with estimated breast densities in the range of

approximately 10%–70%. The 40 images were then arranged

in a random order for a blind study.

2.B.3. Fuzzy C-mean method

The Fuzzy C-mean algorithm classifies pixels with similar

gray values into distinct clusters allowing for the separation

of different tissues by their attenuation properties.26 A total of

five clusters were used for segmentation of the images. After

the clusters for glandular and adipose tissues were chosen,

the algorithm was used in a semiautomated format for all the

images.

2.B.4. Dual energy method

Dual energy decomposition of the low and high energy im-

ages yielded individual pixel measurements of glandular and

adipose equivalent material thickness. This is due to the phys-

ical differences in the mass attenuation coefficients of glan-

dular and adipose tissues as a function of beam energy. The

decomposition was based on a previous calibration40 with

glandular and adipose equivalent phantoms. The calibration

accounted for beam hardening and image magnification dif-

ferences due to a diverging beam. Histogram thresholding

was used to automatically segment the whole breast from the

background. Dual energy material decomposition was used to

calculate the mean glandular and adipose thicknesses.40 The

glandular (VG) and adipose volumes (VA) were then calcu-

lated using the mean glandular and adipose thicknesses along

with the area of the region of interest (ROI) that included the

whole breast. These values were used to calculate BD accord-

ing to:

BD = 100 ×

(

VG

VG + VA

)

.

The total breast volume was calculated by summing the prod-

uct of the area per pixel by the combined thickness of glandu-

lar and adipose tissues for all points in the breast.

Medical Physics, Vol. 41, No. 8, August 2014
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2.B.5. Chemical analysis

After image acquisition, all postmortem breasts, includ-

ing skin, were chemically decomposed into their water, lipid,

protein, and mineral contents using chemical analysis as

the reference standard for the tissue compositional analy-

sis. The chemical analysis method was based on a standard-

ized procedure devised by the United States Department of

Agriculture.44

Each postmortem breast was weighed before and after im-

age acquisition. The change in breast tissue mass was as-

signed to water loss during image acquisition so it was added

back into the final water fraction. The breast tissue was then

cut into pieces of approximately 5 × 5 × 5 mm3 and placed

into a vacuum oven at 95 ◦C for 48 h in order to evaporate

all the remaining water. The reduction in tissue mass was

assumed to be the water content. The dried tissue was then

mixed with petroleum ether, ground into slurry and agitated

at 30 ◦C for approximately 1 h to dissolve the lipid content.

The mixture was kept at room temperature for 24 h before

vacuum filtering the ether solution through a Buchner funnel.

One additional liter of pure petroleum ether was poured over

the material remaining in the filter to wash away any residual

lipid contents. At this point, it was assumed that the petroleum

ether solution contained the entire lipid in the breast tissue.

The lipid material was then isolated from the solution by

evaporating the petroleum ether under vacuum distillation and

weighed.

The remaining material in the filter contained primarily

protein with a very small amount of minerals, such as Ca. The

residual fat and membrane bound lipids were determined us-

ing a previously reported method.45 Pure protein mass was

determined by using an ashing procedure.46 In this proce-

dure, the residual material was placed in a furnace with ex-

cess air at 550 ◦C for 18 h, which oxidizes all the carbon-

based compounds. The difference in weight before and after

the ashing procedure was assigned to be pure protein mass.

Further analysis was performed on the remaining ash to de-

termine the amount of Ca in the tissue by removing the wa-

ter soluble components. The mass of the remaining ash was

very small so the volume of the minerals was negligible as

compared with the other components. Therefore, the mineral

contents were excluded from further calculations. Finally, the

measured masses of water, lipid, and protein were converted

into volumes using densities of 1, 0.924, and 1.35 g/cm3,

respectively.

The error in volumetric fraction of water, lipid, and pro-

tein has been shown to be less than 1%.46 A detailed descrip-

tion of the chemical analysis technique has been reported in

Ref. 33.

The next step was to compare breast density from imaging,

which is a two compartment model of glandular and adipose

tissues, to chemical analysis results, which is a three com-

partment model of water, lipid, and protein.33 However, wa-

ter, lipid, and protein are common to both glandular and adi-

pose tissues with different concentrations. A previous report

has used fibroglandular volume as a metric for breast tissue

composition.47 Percent fibroglandular volume (%FGV) can

be defined as the volumetric ratio of water and protein to the

total volume of water, lipid, and protein in breast tissue.33, 48

Therefore, %FGV can be written as

%FGV = 100 ×

(

VW + VP

VW + VL + VP

)

,

where VW , VL, and VP represent the volumes of water, lipid,

and protein, respectively. This model assumes that there are

no additional components other than water, lipid, and protein

in breast tissue and it does not distinguish between different

types of lipid. In other words, the summation of volume frac-

tions of water, lipid, and protein is assumed to be one.

2.B.6. Statistical analysis

Two sets of statistical analysis were performed in this

study. First, the precision of each technique was evaluated by

linear regression of the breast densities measured from the

left and the right breasts of the same pair. Then, the accuracy

of different methods was determined using the linear corre-

lation between the measured breast density and the %FGV

from chemical analysis. In order to compare radiologist reader

assessment results to the quantitative measurement of breast

density from the other techniques, the averaged radiologist

categorical ranking for the three readers was converted into

percentage values by using linear interpolations, which as-

sumed ranking 1 and 4 as 12% and 87%, respectively. Pear-

son’s r and standard error estimate obtained from the linear

regression was used to assess the precision and accuracy of

different techniques for breast density measurement.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows examples of low energy (a) and high en-

ergy (b) images along with the decomposed images of glan-

dular (c) and adipose (d) tissues. The comparison of breast

density from radiologist reader assessments for the left and

right breasts is shown in Fig. 2(a). The relation between breast

density from radiologist reader assessments for all the breasts

and the %FGV from chemical analysis is shown in Fig. 2(b).

They both show positive correlation with large variability.

Breast density measurement for the left and right breasts from

standard image thresholding is shown in Fig. 3(a). The rela-

tion of breast density from standard image thresholding and

the %FGV from chemical analysis is shown in Fig. 3(b).

There is a slight improvement in correlation using standard

image thresholding as compared with radiologist reader as-

sessments. However, the variability is still quite high. Similar

results using automated Fuzzy C-mean algorithm is shown in

Fig. 4.

The relationship of breast volume measurement using dual

energy mammography for the first (V1) and second (V2) ori-

entations is shown in Fig. 5(a). The measurements were re-

lated by V2 = 1.00, V1 + 5.5 (r2 > 0.99). The relative RMS

difference between the two sets was 2.66% (The absolute

RMS difference is 14.8 cm3). The relationship of breast den-

sity measurement for the first (D1) and second (D2) orienta-

tions is shown in Fig. 5(b). The measurements were related

Medical Physics, Vol. 41, No. 8, August 2014
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FIG. 1. Examples of low energy (a) and high energy (b) images along with the decomposed images of glandular (c) and adipose (d) tissues.

by D2 = 0.93 D1 – 0.71 (r2
= 0.99). The RMS difference

between the two sets was 5.97%. Breast density measurement

for the left and right breasts is shown in Fig. 6(a). The rela-

tion of breast density and the %FGV from chemical analy-

sis is shown in Fig. 6(b). The negative values in breast den-

sity results are due to the previously investigated mismatch

between the glandular and adipose calibration phantoms and

the actual glandular and adipose tissues.48 The relationships

between breast density and the percentage fractions of wa-

ter, lipid, and protein contents are shown in Fig. 7. Table I

shows a summary of the linear regression analysis between

left and right breast density measurements for all the different

techniques used to measure breast density. Table II shows a

summary of the linear regression parameters for the relation

of breast density from images and the %FGV from chemical

analysis for various techniques. The results from dual energy

mammography show substantial improvement in correlation

as compared with the other techniques.

4. DISCUSSION

There is currently no reference gold standard to evalu-

ate the accuracy of breast density measurement techniques

in patients. Breast density measurement algorithms such as

Cumulus,23 Quantra (Hologic Inc., Bedford, MA) and Vol-

para (Volpara Solutions, Wellington, New Zealand) have been

clinically implemented. However, to the best of our knowl-

edge, there are no studies validating these techniques against a

reference gold standard, such as chemical analysis. Therefore,

the accuracy of these techniques is not known. In this study,

Medical Physics, Vol. 41, No. 8, August 2014
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FIG. 2. (a) Right-left correlation of breast density from the converted radiol-

ogist reader assessment for the breast pairs. (b) Breast density from converted

radiologist reader assessment as a function of %FGV from chemical analysis.

precision and accuracy of different breast density techniques

were assessed using a postmortem study. Precision was deter-

mined using a right and left breast density comparison.33, 41

Chemical analysis was used as a reference gold standard to

determine the accuracy.33 Breast density estimation from ra-

diologist reader assessment showed considerable reader vari-

ability, which is in agreement with previous reports.22, 49 Two

area-based techniques using standard histogram thresholding

and fuzzy C-mean were also evaluated. These two techniques

were chosen because they could be used to assess breast

density using images from excised postmortem breast sam-

ples. Standard histogram thresholding, which is fundamen-

tally similar to the previously reported Cumulus algorithm,23

requires the operator to manually determine the glandular tis-

sue gray level threshold. On the other hand, the fuzzy C-

mean technique is semiautomated. However, both of these

techniques also showed highly variable breast density estima-

tion. This indicates that the fundamental limitation of these

techniques is the segmentation of fibroglandular tissue from

adipose tissue, which requires visual or automated estimation

technique.
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FIG. 3. (a) Right-left correlation of the breast densities obtained by us-

ing standard histogram thresholding method. (b) Correlation between breast

density from standard histogram thresholding and %FGV from chemical

analysis.

There are a number of other breast density techniques such

as Quantra and Volpara that require a shape model to estimate

breast thickness in the periphery of the breast where the com-

pression paddle is not in contact with the breast.50, 51 These

techniques could not be used to estimate breast density in

this study since the shape models are not appropriate for es-

timation of breast thickness in an excised postmortem breast

sample. Therefore, the evaluation of these techniques was not

possible using this postmortem study. Future postmortem val-

idation studies will need to account for the inherent assump-

tions of the shape models in the design of the study.

Dual energy mammography, on the other hand, can ex-

ploit physical differences between fibroglandular and adipose

tissues. It provides separate quantitative thickness measure-

ments for each tissue using low and high energy images. The

results from dual energy measurements of breast volume and

density, using different projections, show that the technique

is highly reproducible (Fig. 5). Breast density measurements
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FIG. 4. (a) Right-left correlation of the breast densities obtained by using

Fuzzy C-means clustering. (b) Correlation between breast density from Fuzzy

C-means clustering and %FGV from chemical analysis.

from right and left breasts and comparison to %FGV from

chemical analysis were highly correlated. The SEE from dual

energy measurements is improved by approximately factor

of 2 as compared with the other techniques. The linear re-

gression fitting parameters (slope = 1.90 and intercept =

−49.6%) between breast density measurements and %FGV

from chemical analysis is similar to fitting parameters (slope

= 2.00 and intercept = −35.6%) in a previous report us-

ing bovine tissue.48 This close similarity in linear fitting pa-

rameters suggests a similarity in tissue composition. Further-

more, the high correlations between measured breast density

and %FGV from chemical analysis serve to validate the use

dual energy mammography as a breast density measurement

technique.

The water, lipid, and protein contents of the breasts can

be measured with an error of approximately 1% using chemi-

cal analysis.33 The highly linear relationships between breast

density and the water, lipid, and protein contents indicate that

knowing breast density is akin to knowing the average water,
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FIG. 5. Correlations of breast volume (a) and breast density (b) between two

different views of the same breast obtained from dual energy decomposition

technique.

lipid, and protein content of the whole breast. As expected,

the relationship between breast density and water and protein

contents were positively correlated, while it was negatively

correlated with its lipid content. The measured volumetric

fraction of protein was approximately 2%–10%. Therefore,

breast density can be expected to be similar to volumetric

fraction of water in the breast tissue. Furthermore, %FGV

from chemical analysis can be used as an analogous metric for

breast density.33 The only difference between the two metrics

is that the adipose tissue also contains some water and a small

amount of protein.

Dual energy mammography includes the skin in breast

density measurements. This is due to the projection nature of

the technique. The skin was also included in chemical anal-

ysis, which simplified the validation procedure. However, it

is potentially possible to estimate the skin volume and sub-

tract it from the measured fibroglandular volume. This step

will be necessary before the clinical implementation of this

technique.

Dual energy mammography was previously validated

in phantoms as an accurate technique for breast density

Medical Physics, Vol. 41, No. 8, August 2014
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FIG. 6. (a) Right-left correlation of the volumetric breast densities obtained

by using dual energy decomposition. (b) Correlation between volumetric

breast density from dual energy decomposition and %FGV from chemical

analysis.

measurement.40 However, the current breast density measure-

ments in postmortem breasts produced data beyond 0% and

100% breast density. These results are in agreement with a

previous report using dual energy for density measurement in

bovine tissue.48 This is due to the limitations of the existing

glandular and adipose phantom material used for dual energy

calibration, which is caused by the discrepancy in chemical

composition of the phantoms and the actual glandular and

adipose tissues.48 Glandular and adipose equivalent calibra-

tion phantoms were manufactured based on chemical com-

positions reported from a relatively few number of samples.

Development of new phantom materials for dual energy mam-

mography calibration is the matter of current research.

Radiation dose associated with dual energy mammogra-

phy is an important factor that needs careful consideration

before its clinical implementation. The current dual energy

technique requires approximately 40% additional radiation

exposure for the high energy image, which is not practical

for clinical implementation. Therefore, future clinical imple-
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FIG. 7. Correlations between breast densities obtained from dual energy de-

composition and the volumetric percentages of water (a), lipid (b), and pro-

tein (c) contents from chemical analysis.

mentation of this technique will require methods to mini-

mize the radiation dose in addition to minimizing the time be-

tween low and high energy image acquisition and the poten-

tial motion misregistration artifacts. Another solution is the
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TABLE I. Summary of the linear regression analysis between left and right

breast density measurements for various methods. The relative SEE is shown

in the parentheses.

Reader assessment Thresholding FCMa Dual energy

Slope 0.76 0.63 0.81 0.97

Intercept 14.4% 12.8% 9.1% 0.4%

Pearson’s r 0.84 0.75 0.76 0.99

SEE 9.1% (2.0) 9.1% (2.0) 9.2% (2.0) 4.6% (1.0)

aFuzzy C-mean.

recent clinical implementation of a spectral mammography

system based on energy resolved photon counting detector,

which addresses both the radiation dose limitation and the

potential misregistration artifacts.52 The energy information

is recorded during a single low dose image.53–56 The dual en-

ergy decomposition process can be easily automated for fu-

ture clinical implementation of breast density quantification.

Establishment of dual energy mammography as an accu-

rate measurement of breast density would allow better in-

tegration of breast density into breast cancer risk models.

Additionally, this objective measure of breast density could

potentially allow for improved prediction of mammographic

sensitivity in a given breast than possible with radiologist

reader assessment of breast density which entails moderate

intra- and interobserver variability.

The term “personalized screening” implies that because

breast cancer risk and screening sensitivity differ among

different women, the recommended ages to begin and end

screening, frequency of screening, use of digital tomosynthe-

sis instead of 2D mammography, and addition of supplemen-

tary modalities, such as screening ultrasound and MRI, should

depend on a patient’s age, risk group, and breast density.

Addition of supplementary screening with ultrasound to

mammography was shown to increase cancer detection rates

among high risk women in ACRIN Trial 6666.57, 58 However,

the biopsy positive predictive value for lesions detected by

ultrasound alone in this and other studies has been 5%–10%

so that increased cancer detection was achieved at the cost

of a substantial increase in false positive biopsies.59 Screen-

ing with digital tomosynthesis has been shown to increase de-

tection of invasive cancers at initial screening along with a

decrease in both recall rates and false positive rates but the

radiation dose with their protocol was double that for dig-

ital mammography alone.60, 61 MRI screening of very high

TABLE II. Summary of the linear regression analysis between breast den-

sity and %FGV for various methods. The relative SEE is shown in the

parentheses.

Reader assessment Thresholding FCMa Dual energy

Slope 0.81 0.69 0.63 1.90

Intercept 22.0% 10.1% 12.5% –49.6%

Pearson’s r 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.99

SEE 9.9% (2.1) 8.6% (1.8) 7.2% (1.5) 4.7% (1.0)

aFuzzy C-mean.

risk women has been shown to increase cancer detection

rates above those for mammography across nine overlapping

studies.62, 63 However, MRI is costly 64–66 and requires use of

intravenous contrast injection. Because breast cancer screen-

ing guidelines should be based on achieving a reasonable

trade-off of benefits, risks, and costs, use of a more objective

measurement of breast density should have substantial clini-

cal value. At present, the American Cancer Society (ACS) as

well as the American College of Radiology (ACR) and the So-

ciety of Breast Imaging (SBI) recommend annual screening

mammography beginning at age 40 for average risk women

with no upper age limit to stop screening for those in generally

good health and at least 5 years of life expectancy.67, 68 How-

ever, “personalized screening” is already practiced to some

degree. Both ACS and ACR/SBI guidelines recommend that

very high risk women start screening mammography at an

earlier age and that those having a 20% or higher lifetime

risk receive supplementary screening with MRI. With regard

to women with dense breasts, neither of these organizations

has yet recommended screening ultrasound due to concern

for false positive biopsy rates. At the other end of the guide-

line spectrum, one group of investigators has recommended

that women aged 50–79 years with fatty breasts (BI RADS I)

and no family history of breast cancer be screened with mam-

mography only every 3–4 years.69 Clearly, a more objective

method of density assignment, such as dual energy mammog-

raphy would be useful for consideration of any supplementary

imaging recommendation and for prediction of breast cancer

risk.

In summary, the results indicate that dual energy mam-

mography can be used to accurately measure breast density.

The variability in breast density estimation using dual en-

ergy mammography was lower than radiologist reader as-

sessments, standard histogram thresholding, and the fuzzy

C-mean algorithm. Improved quantification of breast density

with dual energy mammography is expected to further en-

hance its utility as a risk factor for breast cancer as well as

a predictive marker for the relative sensitivity of mammogra-

phy in that breast.
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